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CEN No. 01/2019 (NTPC Posts) 

           Show Cause Notice to the candidates who remained absent during document verification for 

various posts in Level-2, Level-3 & Level 5 under CEN No.01/2019 (NTPC). 

1. First round document verification was conducted on 05.03.2023, 06.03.2023 & 10.03.2023 

(Block date) for physical verification of certificates/documents to determine the eligibility 

and suitability of the candidates for selection to NTPC posts in Level-2 under CEN – 

01/2019.  
 

2. The candidates bearing following Roll Nos. did not attend for verification of their 

certificates/documents on either of the dates, as mentioned above.  

Level-2 

161191160103639 161191160107093 161191160120617 161191280197674 

161192160080501 161192160117068 161193160173749 161194160051968 

161195160066287 161191160018890 161191160154036 TOTAL = 11 
 

3. Second round document verification was conducted on 06.03.2023, 09.03.2023 & 

10.03.2023 (Block date) for physical verification of certificates/documents to determine 

the eligibility and suitability of the candidates for selection to NTPC post in Level-3 under 

CEN – 01/2019.  
 

4. The candidates bearing following Roll Nos. did not attend for verification of their 

certificates/documents on either of the dates, as mentioned at Para-3 above.  

Level-3 

161191160116481 161194160156076 161191160054511 161192160106489 

161193160010079 161193160127849 161194160061945 161194160138180 

161195160048615 161195160055227 TOTAL = 10 
 

5. Fifth round document verification was conducted on 09.03.2023 & 10.03.2023 (Block 

date) for physical verification of certificates/documents to determine the eligibility and 

suitability of the candidates for selection to NTPC post in Level-5 under CEN – 01/2019.  

6. The candidates bearing following Roll Nos. did not attend for verification of their 

certificates/documents on either of the dates, as mentioned at Para-5 above.  

Level-5 

161191160185120 161194160116768 TOTAL = 02 
 

7. All the above twenty-three/23 (11 + 10 + 02) candidates are hereby advised to submit explanations 

in their defense to this office by 08.04.2023 as to why their candidatures against the above selection 

would not be cancelled for their lapse.  Action as deem fit shall be initiated against the absentees on 

receipt of their explanations.  If no explanation is received by the given date, the candidatures will be 

cancelled without further correspondence with them.   

Date: 24.03.2023                                  Chairman/RRB/Bhubaneswar 
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